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• PRISM-FFA was intensively studied from 2003 to 2009 for muon 
electron conversion process experiments with ultimate sensitivity. 

• However, much of the manpower has since been focused on 
realizing COMET experiments without FFA, and the PRISM 
research has been taken over by the PRSIM Task Force. 

• After more than 20 years of preparation, physical measurements 
of COMET and Mu2e will finally begin in the next few years. 

• This is very exciting, but at the same time it is a time to start 
seriously considering future experiments. 

• Recently, there has been renewed interest in the potential of 
PRSIM-FFA in connection with future muon programs planning at 
FNAL in Snowmass2021. 

• We plan to use this opportunity to strengthen international 
cooperation among Japan, the U.S., and the U.K. etc, and to once 
again reexamine the PRISM-FFA.
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• µ-e conversion and CLFV searches can achieve ~104 TeV energy scale.

What is a Muon to Electron Conversion?
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µ− + (A, Z)→νµ + (A,Z −1)

µ− → e−νν 

Neutrino-less muon 
nuclear capture

µ− + (A, Z)→ e− + (A,Z )
nucleus

Event Signature : 
a single mono-energetic 
electron of 100 MeV
Backgrounds:
(1) physics backgrounds 

ex. muon decay in orbit (DIO)
(2) beam-related backgrounds 

ex. radiative pion capture, 
muon decay in flight,

(3) cosmic rays, false tracking
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Fates of the μ- within the SM

Beyond the SM
μ-e conversion

Forbidden by the SM, because 
the lepton flavor is changed to μ-flavor to e-flavor. 

a single mono-energetic electron of 105MeV (for Al)
Event signature :

in the SM + ν masses
μ-e conversion can be occur via ν-mixing, but 
expected rate is well below the experimentally 
accessible range. Rate ~O(10-54)

Discovery of the μ-e conversion is 
a clear evidence of new physics 
beyond the SM.

in the SM + new physics
A wide variety of proposed extensions to the 
SM predict observable μ-e conversion rate.

Charged Lepton Flavor Violation (CLFV)

DIO



•  
- COMET@J-PARC, Mu2e@FNAL 
- Signal selection: one 105 MeV e- 

•  
- MEG-II@PSI 
- Signal selection: check E and p conservation 

•  
- Mu3e@PSI 
- Signal selection: check E and p conservation 

• Muonium→anti-Muonium

μ−N → e−N

μ+ → e+γ

μ+ → e+e+e−

Muon CLFV searches
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Since these are ultra-rare decay processes, it is necessary to search for signal events among a 
huge number of background events. For all of these experiments, not only muon beam 
intensity but also beam quality (mono energy, no unwanted particles) is crucial.
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FFA can offer solutions to make a good muon beam. 
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• A very large number of researchers are working energetically to get 
these experiments started.

COMET and Mu2e
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COMET @J-PARC Mu2e @FNAL

Stopping
Target

Production 
Target 

Detector Section

Pion-Decay and
Muon-Transport Section

Pion Capture Section
A section to capture pions with a large 
solid angle under a high solenoidal 
magnetic field by superconducting 
maget

A detector to search for 
muon-to-electron conver-
sion processes.

A section to collect muons from 
decay of pions under a solenoi-
dal magnetic field.
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Stopping 
Target 

Production 
Target 

 Solenoid channel 
 Stop µ- at the stopping targets. 
 ID single electron from the target and measure its energy precisely.  

COMET Phase-I : S.E.S. ~ 3 x 10-15 on Al

COMET Phase-II : S.E.S. ~ 3 x 10-17 on Al Mu2e: S.E.S. ~ 3 x 10-17 on Al

Under construction

Under constructionPlaned

Features of the Setup Under discussionMu2e-II: S.E.S. ~ 3 x 10-18 on Al
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This talk

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.06540.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.06540.pdf


• Case 1: No signal discovered in COMET and Mu2e 
- BR < 6.3 x 10-17 (90% CL) will be achieved 
- Next: Further sensitivity improvement (Mu2e-II: < 5.8x10-18)

What to aim for in the next experiment

7Akira SATO                                                                                                                                                     
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Fig. 1 Reach as a function of
(left) the angle θD , which
parametrizes the relative
magnitude of dipole and
four-fermion coefficients, and
(right) the variable
κD = cotan(θD − π/2). The
scale $ is defined in Eq. (2.1)
with the coefficients normalised
according to Table 2. The solid
region is currently excluded
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tors {êA}. This is expected since distinct observations at low
energy can measure the same high-scale NP coefficients. The
changing modulus of the basis vectors is simple to calculate
and include, and affects the reach. The changes in direction
can affect the complementarity of processes if the vectors
become more or less aligned (see Appendix C).

3 Illustrating experimental constraints

In this section, we illustrate the constraints on New Physics
from current and futureµ → e searches, and show how these
results can be combined to identify the allowed region of
coefficient space. We parametrize the coefficient space with
spherical coordinates [51] (Table 2) assuming that the vector
of coefficients #C is normalised to unity at the experimental
scale. The reach of the various experiments in $LFV can
be calculated as a function of these angles and the branch-
ing ratios given in Eq. C.3. We stress that we are showing
(projected) exclusion curves, as opposed to “one-at-a-time”
bounds, since our EFT formulation should account for poten-
tial cancellations in the theoretical rate.

In deriving this parametrization, we approximate the oper-
ator coefficients as real numbers. This familiar simplifica-
tion reduces our coefficient space from six complex to six
real dimensions, replacing relative phases between interfer-
ing coefficients with a relative sign. Furthermore, we focus on
a four-dimensional subspace, corresponding approximately
to the four processes we examine, by suppressing two of
the three four-lepton directions (the four-lepton operators
can be distinguished by measuring the angular distribution
in µ → eēe [52,53]). The direction #eS associated to the
scalar four lepton operator interferes with none of the other
operators and receives negligible loop corrections, so it is
complementary by inspection. We also neglect a linear com-
bination of the vector four-lepton directions #eV R and #eV L ,
since their contributions to µ → eēe have similar form. A
judicious choice ensures the approximate orthogonality of

Table 2 Dimensionless operator coefficients expressed in the angular
coordinates. The radial coordinate is 1/$2

LFV , θI : 0..π and φ : 0..2π .
As discussed in Appendix 1, the #eV L × #eV R plane was projected to a
line, deviations from which are measured by θV . In general, the basis
vectors {eA} are not unit vectors, and their normalisation is given in
Table 5 and after Eq. (C.3) for the primed vectors

#C · #eD |#eD | cos θD

#C · #eS |#eS | sin θD cos θS

#C · #eV L |#e′
V L | sin θD sin θS cos θV

#C · #eV R |#e′
V R | sin θD sin θS cos θV

#C · #eAlight |#eAlight | sin θD sin θS sin θV sin φ

#C · #eAheavy⊥ |#eAheavy⊥| sin θD sin θS sin θV cos φ

the remaining four basis vectors. The full details are given in
Appendix C. Modulo these approximations, the parametri-
sation describes the experimentally constrainable space, so
we now plot various slices through the excluded region to
illustrate its shape.

We plot in Fig. 1 the reach of µ → eLγ , µ → eL ēe and
µAl → eLAl as a function of θD for θS = π/2, θV = π/4,
and φ = π/4. This corresponds to #C · #eS = 0, so µ → eēe
induced by the #C · #eD , #C · #eV R and #C · #eV L , and µA→ eA
probed by Al and Au. At θD = 0, the dipole coefficient is
only contribution to the rates. At θD = π/2, #C · #eD vanishes
(so does µ → eγ ) and µ → eēe and µA→ eA are purely
mediated by four-fermion operators. For θD > π/2, #C · #eD
is negative and µA → eA vanishes when the dipole contri-
bution cancels the remaining contributions. The rate drops
abruptly, indicating that the dipole contribution is relatively
small and the cancellation only occurs in a narrow region.
The valley is broader for µ → eēe, since the contribution
of #C · #eD is more important, and the rate never vanishes
because µ → eēe independently constrains each coefficient
contributing to this process, so the rate only vanishes when
all the coefficients do (see Eq. 2.3); although the dipole inter-
feres with four-fermion contributions in the amplitude, the

123
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Table 1 Current bounds on the branching ratios for various lepton flavour changing processes, and the expected reach of upcoming experiments

Process Current sensitivity Future

µ → eγ < 4.2 × 10−13 (MEG [6]) ∼ 10−14 (MEG II [7])

µ → eēe < 1.0 × 10−12 (SINDRUM [8]) ∼ 10−16 (Mu3e [9])

µA→ eA < 7 × 10−13 (SINDRUM II [10,11]) ∼ 10−16 (COMET [12,13], Mu2e [14])

∼ 10−(18→20) (PRISM/PRIME [15])

τ → lγ < 3.3 × 10−8 (Babar) [16] ∼ 10−9 (BelleII) [17]

τ → 3l < few×10−8 (Belle) [18] ∼ 10−9 (BelleII) [17]

τ → lπ0 < 8.0 × 10−8 (Belle) [19] ∼ 10−9 (BelleII) [17]

τ → lρ < 1.2 × 10−8 (Belle) [19] ∼ 10−9 (BelleII) [17]

projections for future initiatives. The construction of the
basis used in this work is discussed in Appendices A and C.
An independent issue regarding information loss in relating
µA → eA rates to models is finally discussed in Appendix
B.

2 Theory overview

This section gives the Lagrangian and Branching Ratios at
the experimental scale, and sketches the transformation of
operator coefficients from the experimental scale to %LFV
(which is described in more detail in [33]).

A challenge of the EFT approach lies in the large number
of operators. In the case of µ → e flavour changing pro-
cesses, about 90 operators [33] are required to parametrize
interactions that have ≤ 4 Standard Model legs at low energy
and are otherwise flavour-diagonal. The difficulty to con-
strain and visualize this high-dimensional space is com-
pounded by the fact that there are (only) three processes
with excellent sensitivity in the µ → e sector (see Table 1),
imposing only about a dozen constraints on operator coeffi-
cients [42]. Improved theoretical calculations and additional
µA→eA measurements with different nuclear targets could
increase this number to ∼ 20 independent constraints [42].
Determining all EFT coefficients appears therefore a daunt-
ing task.

This manuscript takes a different perspective, follow-
ing [33]. Since there are three processes with excellent exper-
imental sensitivity, we restrict to the (12-dimensional) sub-
space of operator coefficients probed by µ → eγ , µ → eēe,
and Spin Independent1 µAl → eAl and µAu → eAu. The
dimension of the subspace can be further reduced by half
since the operator coefficients can be labelled by the helic-
ity (or chirality) of the outgoing relativistic electron, and the
results are very similar for either eL or eR , which do not inter-

1 We leave Spin Dependent conversion [42,45,46] and other targets [42]
for future work.

fere. Restricting the analysis to the subspace corresponding
to an outgoing eL in the bilinear with a muon, the three muon
processes can be described at the experimental scale (∼ mµ)
by the following effective Lagrangian [1]:

δL = 1

%2
LFV

[
CD(mµeσαβ PRµ)Fαβ + CS(ePRµ)(ePRe)

+CV R(eγ αPLµ)(eγαPRe)

+CV L(eγ αPLµ)(eγαPLe)+ CAlightOAlight

+CAheavy⊥OAheavy⊥
]

(2.1)

where %LFV is the New Physics scale, and the dimensionless
coefficients {CZ } are lined up in a vector 'C normalised to 1 at
the experimental scale. The first term of this Lagrangian is a
dipole operator mediating µ → eγ and contributing to both
µ → eēe and µA → eA. The next three contact operators
contribute to µ → eēe, while OAlight is a combination of
operators probed by light muon conversion targets such as
Ti or Al, and OAheavy⊥ is an orthogonal combination probed
by heavy targets such as Au. An Approximate expression
for OAlight at the experimental scale is given in Eq (A.2),
and for OAlight and OAheavy⊥ at 2 GeV in Eq. (A.14). We
take Au and Al as prototypical “heavy” and “light” targets
since Au was used by the SINDRUM experiment [10,11],
and Al will be used by the upcoming COMET [12,13] and
Mu2e [14] experiments, in addition to resembling Ti used in
the past [10,10].

The constraint on the dipole operator from µ → eγ is
given by:

BR(µ → eLγ ) = 384π2 v4

%4
LFV

| 'C · êDR |2 < Bexpt
µ→eγ

= 4.2 × 10−13 (2.2)

where we introduced unit vectors êA which select coefficients
CA in the six-dimensional subspace. The four-lepton oper-
ators have negligeable interference in µ → eēe since the
electrons are relativistic (≈ chiral), setting the three follow-
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µAl → eLAl as a function of θD for θS = π/2, θV = π/4,
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only contribution to the rates. At θD = π/2, #C · #eD vanishes
(so does µ → eγ ) and µ → eēe and µA→ eA are purely
mediated by four-fermion operators. For θD > π/2, #C · #eD
is negative and µA → eA vanishes when the dipole contri-
bution cancels the remaining contributions. The rate drops
abruptly, indicating that the dipole contribution is relatively
small and the cancellation only occurs in a narrow region.
The valley is broader for µ → eēe, since the contribution
of #C · #eD is more important, and the rate never vanishes
because µ → eēe independently constrains each coefficient
contributing to this process, so the rate only vanishes when
all the coefficients do (see Eq. 2.3); although the dipole inter-
feres with four-fermion contributions in the amplitude, the
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• Case 1: No signal discovered in COMET and Mu2e 
- BR < 6.3 x 10-17 (90% CL) will be achieved. 
- Next: Further sensitivity improvement (Mu2e-II: < 5.8x10-18) 

• Case 2: Signal events discovered in COMET and/or Mu2e 
- BR(Al) will be determined. 
- Next: Change the stopping target material 

• To study physics mechanism 
• (A,Z) dependence 
• Spin dependence 

- Candidate target material 
• Al (τ~880ns), SI, SD (COMET/Mu2e) 
• Ti (τ~330ns) 

•  (Nuclear spin=0; SI),    
• Pb,Au (τ~80ns)

What to aim for in the next experiment

8How? Higher intensity muon beam is needed. It is enough?



• Because µ-e conversion is an ultra rare decay process, in the 
future experiments, we need to improve both muon intensity, 
and the background reduction power.

Potential Backgrounds for µ-e Conversion

9COMET/Mu2e is not enough for future experiments. Need new ideas.



• COMET/Mu2e scheme has some critical problems in 
further improving experimental sensitivity for 10-18 level 
and the detailed physics study changing the stopping 
target.  

• DIO reduction is not enough 
- Reconstructed momentum resolution is not enough to 

reject DIO electrons.  
• σp: mainly from tracker performance and energy 

struggling in the target.  
-  Energy struggling in the stopping targets is not 

negligible. 
• Cannot use the heavy target material 

-  The measurement starts after 700 nsec after the 
prompt. Material of a muon stopping target is limited 
to low Z.  

- For high Z target, muon life is short (~80ns). We have 
to open the measurement window as early as possible, 
but there are a lot of prompt BG.  

- The solenoid beam line is not long enough, so that late 
pions might come in a beam. Radiative Pion Capture 
can be a crucial BG.  

• Beam background rejection is not enough 
- It is heavily relined on proton beam extinction of 10-10, 

which is uncertain. 

Problems to go beyond the 10-18 sensitivity 
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µ- beam w/ small E spread

No unwanted particles 
* Pions 
* anti-protons 
* e- >105 MeV/c 
* µ- >  75 MeV/c

Pulsed beam w/ a high 
extinction factor 
: no particle b/w pulses 

We need a big quality µ- beam to 
improve BG rejection.



• We proposed the PRISM/PRIME idea as a solution of these 
problems for below the 10-18 level µ-e conversion experiment. 

PRISM/PRIME as the next µ-e experiment

13

COMET PRISM/PRIME



PRISM/PRIME
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PRISM : Super-muon source 
PRIME : µ-N→e-N Search with PRISM
• Intensity : 1011-1012µ±/sec, 100-1000Hz 
• Energy：20±0.5 MeV (=68 MeV/c) 
• Purity：π contamination < 10-20

PRISM-FFAG is a key device to achieve the mono-energetic 
and pure muon beam. Phase rotation is applied in the ring.



• To make a narrow energy spread muon beam, a technique of 
phase rotation is adapted. 

• The phase rotation is to decelerate fast beam particles and 
accelerate slow beam particles.  

• To identify energy of beam particles, a time of flight (TOF) from 
the proton bunch is used.  
- Fast particle comes earlier and slow particle comes late.  

• Proton beam pulse should be narrow (< 10 ns). 
• Phase rotation is a well established technique. To adapt it to 

muon beam (large emittance), FFA ring provides a good 
solution.  

High brightness beam by PRISM

15



• (1) Narrow muon beam energy spread  
- goal : +- 3 %; High brightness beam 
- by phase rotation at the PRISM-FFA ring  
- Muons can easily stop in a very thin stopping target (1/10 of COMET/Mu2e). Reduce 

energy struggling in the target. Improve the resolution of the reconstructed momentum. 
• (2) Long muon flight length 

- about 40 m circumference x 5-6 turns at PRISM-FFA ring 
- pion survival rate of <10-20; No pion contamination 
- Pion Radiative Capture BG is negligible 

• (3) Muon beam energy selection before the detector  
- momentum slit after the PRISM-FFAG ring  
- 68 MeV/c +- 3% (not 104 MeV)  
- Muon decay in flight BG is negligible. No signal like e- in the beam.  Pure low-µ- beam 

• (4) Beam extinction at muons  
- Kicker magnets of the PRISM-FFA ring 
- no proton extinction needed  

• (5) Small duty factor of detection  
- ~ 10-4 for a detection of 1 μs with 100 Hz repetition  

• The rep. rate depends on the kicker specification. 
• Better suppression of Cosmic-ray BG

Background rejection by PRISM

16

- Ideal time structure



• Intensity : 
- 2x1012 muons/sec. 
- for multi-MW proton beam power 

• Central Momentum :  
- 68 MeV/c 

• Momentum Spread :  
- ±2% (from ±20%) by phase rotation 

• Beam Repetition : 
- 100 - 1000 Hz  
- due to repetition of kicker magnets of the muon storage ring.  

• Beam Energy Selection : 
- 68 MeV/c ±2% 
- at extraction of the muon storage ring. 

PRISM specifications (Akira’s baseline lattice)
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6-sector PRISM-FFAG at RCNP, Osaka Univ.
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We had R&D program on the muon storage ring from 
2003 to 2009. Many successful outcomes were achieved. 

large aperture FFAG magnets, 
high field gardened RF system 
6-cell FFAG and  
phase rotation test with α particles. 

However, to improve the feasibility of the PRISM μ-e 
conversion experiment, we still need to solve issues 

Matching between solenoid and FFAG 
Injection and extraction and kickers for the FFAG ring 
Cost for the RF system  

After this, R&D is continued by PRISM Task Force. 

6-sector PRISM-FFAG at RCNP, Osaka Univ.
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MA cavity: 150 kV/m

Phase rotation with alpha particles



• New FDF lattice, Injection/Extraction studied

In PRISM Task Force
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led by Jaroslaw

FDF 10 cell scaling FFA 
k=4.3 
R0=7.3 m 
(QH,QV) = (2.45, 1.85)

Horizontal DA 
79000 π mm rad

Vertical DA 
2800 π mm rad

G4beamline

Vertical  
septum

Horizontal 
deflectors

FFA matching 
section

Dispersion 
creater

Solenoidal  
matching coils



• The discussion in Snawmass2021 has brought renewed attention 
to the potential of the PRISM idea in future muon research. 

• I and Bob Bernstein (FNAL) are making a plan to revisit the PRISM 
idea and initiate a collaborative effort for its realistic design for use 
in future muon research programs in Japan and the US. 
- You are welcome to join us.

FNAL-AMF plan
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Use PRISM for these experiments 
to use bright and pure mu+/mu- 
beams



• It was held at FNAL, 27–29 Mar 2023. 
- https://indico.fnal.gov/event/57834/ 
- We had two sessions to discuss FFA possibilities for AMF. 

• The proceeding was opened last night for the summary. 
- https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.05933

Workshop on a Future Muon Program at Fermilab
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/57834/


• Redesign the FFA ring to match the specifications of future 
proton accelerators (PIP-II/J-PARC …). 

• Change the final muon momentum as low as possible. 
- 68MeV/c → < 40 MeV/c 

• Establish a realistic design for injection into and extraction from 
the FFA ring, ready to proceed with hardware development. 

• Simultaneous phase rotation of negative and positive muons in 
one ring. 

• Shows the muon beam performance that FFA can achieve. 
• …

Things to consider for FFA
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The design of the FFA is highly dependent on many factors; 
Physics goals, proton driver, pion production and transport… 
Cooperation with experts from various fields is necessary.



• µ-e conversion experiments are very important because it is 
sensitive to physics at high energy scales and allows us to 
explore the mechanism of the new physics even after the 
discovery of the event. 

• In Japan and the U.S., though, the COMET and Mu2e 
experiment are just about to begin, we are starting to consider 
the design of the next experiments to be carried out after 
COMET Phase-II and Mu2e-II.  

• The PRISM concept with a FFA muon storage ring has the 
potential to solve various difficulties in future experiments. 

• We plan to obtain a joint project budget from Japan and the 
U.S. and begin revisiting the PRISIM idea. We also plan to 
consider the use of PRISIM for positive muon experiments.  
- Any advices and cooperation from FFA/accelerator experts is 

very important. 
- If you are interested, please join us.

Summary
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